Abstract Further to our previous work -simulations of flow and dispersion in an oblique wind over the DAPPLE site (Xie ZT & Castro IP, Atmospheric Environment, 2009, Vol.43, 2174-2185)-large-eddy simulations of flows and dispersion over the same site in a wind perpendicular to Marylebone Road and the windward surfaces of most of the buildings were performed. The DAPPLE site is located at the intersection of Marylebone Road and Gloucester Place in central London. In order to investigate the effects of wind direction on flows and dispersion, the velocity and scalar fields in the perpendicular wind were compared with those in the oblique wind. Furthermore, realistic wind conditions measured on the BT Tower at 190 m above street level were processed and used to drive the numerical simulations of flows and dispersion at the DAPPLE site. This leads to significant predictive improvements of the dispersion compared with field measurements, which provides validation and confidence for coupling mesoscale meteorological models, e.g. the UK Met Office's Unified Model and the NCAR's Weather Research & Forecasting Model, with the street-scale large-eddy simulation of urban environments.
Introduction
It is known that wind-direction effects on flows over a single cube and a group of staggered cubes are significant (Lim et al., 2007; Davidson et al., 1995; Claus et al., 2009) . Using large-eddy simulations, Claus et al. (2009) modelled the wind-direction effects on flows over a group of staggered cubes, and found that the mean flow within the lower part of the canopy showed only a weak dependence on the direction of the wind aloft, but the variations of the surface drag and of the parameters of the logarithmic wind law were non-linear and non-monotonic with the variation of wind angle from 0 • to 90 • . This highlights the importance of taking the wind direction into account when studying urban flows.
Wind-direction effects on dispersion over a group of obstacles are not negligible either. Belcher (2005) commented that the differences in dispersion over an array of long cuboids (i.e. an aspect ratio W /H = 4 of width and height) under 90 • and 60 • winds were 'striking'. The plume width grew more rapidly in the oblique wind than in the perpendicular wind (MacDonald et al., 1998; Belcher, 2005) , because of stronger near-field dispersion and topological dispersion enhancing the far-field dispersion. Belcher (2005) suggested that the wind-direction fluctuations increased the potency of topological dispersion, particularly for streets with a large aspect ratio W /H, e.g. greater than 4. Davidson et al. (1995) conducted a set of field experiments of a neutrally buoyant plume released upwind of an array of cubes, and observed that the lateral fluctuations in wind direction caused by large-scale eddies advected the centre of the plume from one obstacle to another. A number of secondary sources (sometimes known as wake sources behind the obstacles) co-existed within the array as the plume meandered in the upstream wind. Certainly, the large-time scale fluctuations of wind direction strengthened the effects of the secondary sources. Using direct numerical simulations, Branford et al. (2011) recently investigated the dispersion of a point-source release in a regular array of cubes in three different pressure gradient directions (i.e. 0 • , 30 • and 45 • ). This largely helped to further understand the processes affecting the plume structure, e.g. channelling, lateral dispersion, detrainment, secondary-source dispersion and plume skewing.
It is also known that the urban boundary layer, the rural boundary layer, the city scale flow and the regional weather are coupled aerodynamically and thermodynamically (Britter and Hanna, 2003; Fernando et al., 2010) . This again suggests that it is of great importance to consider the wind-direction effects on urban flows and dispersion. It is known that the mean concentration obtained from small-scale physical or numerical models can be much greater than that obtained in full-scale field experiments . The discrepancy might be due to the variation of wind direction and magnitude, thermal buoyancy effects or the myriad small roughness elements in the full-scale urban region (Xie and Castro, 2010) . Whilst it might be straightforward to consider simulating the street scale and the mesoscale motions together (Mochida et al., 2010; Yamada, 2010) , two questions must first be answered.
The first question is: what is the most appropriate approach for modelling street-scale flows and dispersion. Given the strong gradients caused by the presence of buildings and street scales, a resolution down to one metre is required (Xie and Castro, 2006; Fernando et al., 2010) . Direct numerical simulation (DNS) is the most accurate computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach (Coceal et al., 2006) , but it requires enormous computer resources for high Reynolds number (Re) flows and is not suitable for urban flows in full scale. Large-eddy simulations (LES) with wall modelling are less resource demanding than DNS. Generally speaking, LES is more accurate than the statistical models (RANS) for flows over groups of sharp edged obstacles, e.g. in the prediction of separation bubbles (Niceno and Hanjalić, 2002; Tseng et al., 2006; Xie and Castro, 2006; Santiago et al., 2010) . In contrast to RANS methods, LES results of three groups (Hellstena and Rautaheimo, 1999) all showed satisfactory agreement with measurements. More recently, a number of LES calculations, e.g. Hanna et al. (2002) ; Stoesser et al. (2003) ; Kanda et al. (2004) , as well as our own, have been performed for flows over groups of cubes, demonstrating their superiority for such applications. There is thus convincing evidence that LES is the most promising tool for computing unsteady, three-dimensional flows at high Re, and it is used in the present work. Indeed, LES with a proper wall treatment is arguably the only approach likely to produce reliable numerical data over a range of problems and yet be within the affordability of the current and near-future computer power for genuine urban geometries (Tseng et al., 2006; Xie and Castro, 2009 ).
The second question relates to the coupling of street-scale and mesoscale motions. The traditional approach usually adopted in mesoscale models consists in modifying the roughness length and the thermal properties of the ground, but the latter in particular are not easy to obtain. Another disadvantage of this approach, particularly in urban situations, is that this cannot in general predict accurately the vertical structure of the turbulent momentum and heat fluxes. The main reason is that in this approach the only sink of momentum and sink/source of heat are placed at the ground and are not distributed up to the building height. To improve this, Martilli (2002) and Solazzo et al. (2010) used a simple urban model based on a parametrized formulation of the sink of momentum and sink/source of heat at several levels within the urban canopy, to couple with a mesoscale meteorological model. Such an improved parametrization method is not able to predict dispersion at street scales. Inevitably CFD approaches should be used for such purposes.
It is a great challenge to predict flows and dispersion in full-scale urban environments, e.g. from mesoscale to street-scale (down to 1 m). Historically the mesoscale meteorological model and the CFD codes (e.g. for street-scale motions) were developed separately. Their objectives and approaches were significantly different (Yamada, 2010) . In particular for urban environment applications, the order of scales varies from one kilometre to one metre. Indeed it is surely too ambitious to simulate all of these scales simultaneously in the presence of buildings. One of the alternatives is to up-scale CFD models to include the influences of mesoscale motions. So it is of great interest to numerically predict urban flows and dispersion within a genuine city area driven by realistic weather conditions. However, there are a few more open questions to be answered. For example, there is a big gap between the minimum time scale of a mesoscale meteorological model and the integral time scale of turbulence in a CFD model, in particular large-eddy simulations.
This paper focuses on studying the effect on dispersion of variations of wind direction having frequencies lower than those of the dominant turbulent eddies in the approaching boundary-layer flow. We aim eventually to use the mesoscale meteorological model data to provide boundary conditions to drive the LES with a resolution down to one metre, whereas the horizontal spatial resolution of the former is on the order of one kilometre. This three-order of magnitude range in scale is much larger than can sensibly be approached using nesting techniques. (That used by Moeng et al., 2007 , for example, has a grid ratio of only three.) This requires a sophisticated technique, i.e. turbulence inflow generation, to bridge the gap of grid resolution.
Inflow generators (e.g. require detailed information of the scales greater than the turbulence integral scales. However, again there is a significant lack of information for time scales between the smallest scale of the mesoscale meteorological model and the dominant turbulence scale. The unresolved issue is how to fill the gap to provide inflow information for the LES. As a start, rather than using the mesoscale meteorological model data, the DAPPLE wind data (Wood et al., 2009 ) with high time resolution on the BT Tower were post-processed and used to drive LES computations. It is this methodology, and the results, which are reported herein.
In the current study, the recently developed inflow technique ) was applied to large-eddy simulation of flow and dispersion over the DAPPLE field site located at the intersection of Marylebone Rd and Gloucester Pl in Central London (Arnold et al., 2004) . We chose the DAPPLE site as the test case because, (1) there are large quantities of field and wind-tunnel data available for validation; (2) the comprehensive genuine urban geometry was composed of staggered, aligned and square arrays of blocks with non-uniform height and non-uniform base, street canyons and intersections; (3) the DAPPLE site, with a linear scale of approximately one kilometre, was within the neighbourhood scale. The neighbourhood scale (i.e. 1000 -2000 m) is a spatial scale that one may consider comprises a comprehensive urban geometry, a scale at which a gross parametrization of the flow for mesoscale models can be at-tempted, and a scale at which detailed computational and wind-tunnel studies are feasible. It is also a scale over which a degree of statistical homogeneity may be anticipated; the city then is seen as being composed of a collection of these neighbourhoods. It is to be noted that the domain size (1000 m) is approximately the horizontal grid size of operational mesoscale meteorological models. This suggests that the approaches developed here can be easily transplanted for the one-way coupling between the mesoscale meteorological model and the street-scale LES, provided statistical information on the scales greater than the turbulence integral scale is available.
In our previous work, LES was applied to study flows and dispersion over the DAPPLE site for the prevailing wind direction of −51 • bearing clockwise to the Marylebone Rd direction, approximately a south-west wind. In order to investigate the effect of wind direction, dispersion in a −90 • wind, approximately a southerly wind, was investigated. Then realistic wind conditions measured at the BT Tower were used to drive the LES computations. In the following, Section 2 briefly presents the governing equations of the LES and Section 3 presents numerical details, including geometry, mesh and boundary conditions. Section 4 presents the comparison of flows and dispersion for the −90 • and −51 • winds, and Section 5 presents results obtained by using BT Tower data. Conclusions and final remarks are presented in Section 6.
Governing Equations of Flows and Scalar Dispersion
Large-eddy simulation (LES) resolves only the large-scale fluid motions and models the subgrid-scale (SGS) motions through filtering the Navier-Stokes equations. The SGS eddies provide the high frequency content at the upper end of the spectrum and thus, provided the grid is fine enough, contribute very little to the total turbulent kinetic energy. A brief description of the governing equations is given here, while more details can be found in Xie and Castro (2006) , hereafter denoted by XC.
The filtered continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are written as follows,
The dynamical quantities,ū i ,p are the resolved-scale (filtered) velocity and pressure respectively, ρ is the fluid density. ν is the kinematic molecular viscosity and τ i j is the subgrid-scale (SGS) Reynolds stress. The Smagorinsky SGS model was used with C s = 0.1,
where
, ∆ is taken as the cubic root of the cell volume, τ kk is modelled according to a closure similar to the one devised by Yoshizawa (1986) , and δ i j is the Kronecker-delta. In the near-wall region, the Lilly damping function was also applied.
For cases where the fine eddies in the vicinity of the wall are important, it is recommended that N N coordinate is normal to the wall). Note, however, that for a complex geometry, where separation and attachment processes occur, it is impossible to satisfy this criterion everywhere. We argue that, unlike the situation for smooth-wall flows, it is in fact not necessary, at least for obtaining overall surface drag and the turbulent motions at the scale of the roughness elements (buildings), which turn out to be dominant. We have shown earlier that for this type of flow the precise surface condition is unimportant for capturing the element-scale flows and surface drag (see XC).
The filtered scalar transport equation is written as follows,
wherec is resolved-scale (filtered) scalar, K m is the molecular diffusivity, q j = K s ∂c ∂ x j is the subgridscale (SGS) scalar flux, where K s is the subgrid turbulent diffusivity, S is the source term, a function of space and time. So far most studies for concentration dispersion problems have applied a subgrid eddy viscosity combined with a subgrid-scale Schmidt number, which are set as constant or calculated dynamically.
In the present study, we adopt this approach using a constant subgrid-scale Schmidt number of unity,
where ν s is the subgrid viscosity calculated in Eq. 2, and Sc s is the subgrid Schmidt number.
Numerical Settings
The entire LES model was implemented as described in XC. Crucially, the discretization for all terms in Eqs. 1 and 3 was second-order accurate in both space and time. To solve these equations, a second-order backward implicit scheme in time, a second-order central difference scheme for the diffusion terms in space, and a second-order Monotone Advection and Reconstruction Scheme (MARS) (STAR-CD, 2009 ) for the convective terms in space were applied. The MARS scheme is used to capture the sharp gradients at the edge of the scalar plume and to avoid generating spurious negative concentrations.
A description of the DAPPLE field experiments can be found in Arnold et al. (2004) and Wood et al. (2009) , and a description of the wind-tunnel experiments can be found in Cheng and Robins (2004) and Carpentieri et al. (2009) . We used LES to simulate flows and dispersion over the wind-tunnel model (WTM) -the 1:200 low resolution model, of which the plan view is shown in Fig. 1a . The model coordinates are marked in mm, with x t from west to east, y t from south to north and z from ground to top respectively; x, y, z are the computational coordinates (Fig. 2) . The elliptic body with 50 mm height approximately at x t = −250 mm, y t = 700 mm is a small park with trees. In the current paper, study of the effect of trees is not attempted. Since the small park is downwind of a tall building block and is two blocks downwind from the major intersection of Marylebone Rd with Gloucester Pl, its effect is unlikely to be significant to the flow and dispersion at the major intersection and in the region upwind. The arrows with solid and dashed line indicate the −90 • wind and −51 • wind respectively. Fig. 1b shows the full-scale field experimental site. Fig. 2 shows the computational domain with the coordinate origin at the ground at the Marylebone Rd -Gloucester Pl intersection, hereafter denoted the major intersection. The x axis is approximately from south-west to north-east, while the y axis is from south-east to north-west. The domain size is L x = 6 m, L y = 4 m, L z = 1 m, which correspond to 1200 m, 800 m and 200 m respectively in full scale. Note the domain height is approximately nine times the mean building height h m , which is similar to that of a simpler test case with random height blocks . The central part of the domain is the DAPPLE site. Upwind of the DAPPLE site fourteen artificial building blocks with a height h m were placed since the upwind urban geometry data was not available. It was found that the results within the DAPPLE site were not significantly sensitive to the arrangement of the artificial buildings ). London's Regent's Park is downwind of the DAPPLE site and no artificial building blocks were installed in the outlet region. Fig. 2 also shows the 3-D geometry of the building blocks (i.e. the blue ones) of the DAPPLE windtunnel model (WTM) with a mean height h m = 110 mm and a packing density 0.5, which is the area fraction occupied by buildings. Except for a few tall buildings, one small tower and one dome, most of the buildings are essentially of cuboid shape with various low heights. Their arrangement is mainly in staggered and aligned patterns with intersections and T junctions. A street canyon pattern is also evident and is more dominant for south-north streets than for east-west streets. Also the surface mesh of the building blocks is presented to indicate the resolution down to h m /20, 1 m in full scale, which is almost uniform (except the first grid from the solid wall) in the DAPPLE site up to z/h m = 3.
It is to be noted that polyhedral meshes are more flexible than hexahedral meshes for such a complex geometry and more accurate and efficient than tetrahedral meshes for LES (Peric, 2004) . So a polyhedral mesh with four grid sizes was used for the whole domain, identical to the medium mesh in Xie and Castro (2009) , in which a numerical experiment on the sensitivity to grid resolution was conducted that showed that the medium mesh produced results in good agreement with those of a finer mesh. Again, an almost uniform grid was used in the DAPPLE site up to z/h m = 3 in order to maintain great accuracy in the region of most interest.
The −51 • wind in the domain was in the direction of the vector (x, y, z)/R = (1,0,0), while the −90 • wind was in the direction of the vector (x, y, z)/R = (sin51 • , cos51 • , 0), where R = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 . (It is to be noted that wind direction is defined by bearing clockwise from the west-east Marylebone Rd direction.) Boundary B 1 in the −51 • wind case and boundaries B 1 , B 2 and B 4 in the −90 • wind case were set as inlet, where an inflow approach ) was used to generate turbulence fluctuations correlated in space and in time. Note that 'inlet boundary' simply means 'velocity specified at the boundary' but not necessarily 'velocity directed into the domain'. For example, at the boundary B4 the mean flow was outward for the −90 • wind. In the −51 • wind case, boundaries B 2 and B 4 were set with symmetric conditions. Boundary B 3 was set as outlet for the two cases. The upper boundary of the domain was set as a stressfree rigid wall and the other boundaries were all solid walls. In order to check any effects of the settings of boundary conditions, a numerical experiment for the −90 • wind was performed with B 4 and B 3 set as outflow and inlet boundaries respectively. No significant difference of the results was observed. For the varying wind, the same boundary conditions as those for the −90 • wind were used. Such boundary conditions were convenient for using realistic wind conditions to drive the LES when the wind direction varies (and also convenient for the coupling of the LES and mesoscale meteorological models).
The mean velocity, Reynolds stresses and the turbulence integral length scales used to generate inflow boundary conditions are the same as in Xie and Castro (2009) . A detailed description of this approach for the DAPPLE site can be found in Castro (2008, 2009 ). In the wind tunnel, a number of twodimensional roughness elements of a height 20 mm were installed upstream of the DAPPLE site up to the wind-tunnel inlet. Vertical profiles of Reynolds stresses at various stations upstream of the DAPPLE site were measured, and no significant difference at different horizontal locations above 0.5h m was observed Carpentieri et al., 2009 ). We argue in Xie and Castro (2009) that the details of the Reynolds stresses specified at the inlet within the canopy are NOT important for LES to predict dispersion at the DAPPLE site, because of the feature of sharp edges of the buildings. Both viscous effects and resolution play a role in principle in the near wall regions. However, again these effects are not crucial for the prediction of dispersion in the DAPPLE site. By fitting the measured data, simple profiles of the mean velocity U m and the Reynolds stresses u u , w w and u w at the inlet were obtained. Because of the lack of experimental data on v v , the profile v v was estimated using the similarity between v v and the other Reynolds normal stresses of flows over rough surfaces (Xie and Castro, 2006) .
We define U re f as the freestream velocity for the wind-tunnel and LES models, and the mean velocity magnitude at the BT Tower height for the field case; l x , l y and l z are the integral length scales in the streamwise, lateral and vertical directions respectively. The integral length scales were estimated following the wind-tunnel measurements for flows over a group of cubes . We generated the turbulence fluctuations in terms of components in a local coordinate system aligned with the wind direction and then projected the velocities on the computational domain coordinate for the inlet boundaries, e.g. B 1 , B 2 and B 4 . The Reynolds number U re f h m /ν based on the freestream U re f velocity, which was the velocity at height L z = 1 m, and the mean building height h m of the wind-tunnel model was approximately 18,000, which also the case for the LES model. All the numerical simulations were performed at the wind-tunnel model (WTM) scale. The timestep ∆t was initially set to 0.003125 s, giving an averaged CFL number (U re f ∆t/∆ x, where ∆ x grid size) less than 0.5. Results were in good agreement with those using a timestep 0.00625 s, which was therefore used for most of the computations. For the −51 • and −90 • wind directions, the initial duration of most of the large-eddy simulations was 62 s with subsequent averaging over at least 62 s for all the statistics.
When using the BT Tower data, it is not feasible for the LES to model flows and dispersion at full-scale Reynolds numbers, due to the current computer capability. Instead the BT Tower data were scaled down to the scale of wind-tunnel model, i.e. 1:200 for length and 1:2 for velocity (with viscosity un-scaled). So the model/field time-scale ratio was 1:100. This also means that the scaled-down Reynolds number U re f h m /ν was approximately 18,000, where U re f was the scaled mean velocity at the BT Tower top, h m was scaled mean building height. For the purpose of easy reading, some numerical settings and results are described in full scale in the paper. For example, the LES was initialized at 1600 on 3 June 2004 (in full scale, see Fig. 6 ). The source was switched on at 1630 when the sampling was started and turned off at 1645, but the sampling continued until 1700.
Flows and Dispersion in −90 • and −51 • Winds
The −51 • wind, approximately a south-west wind, is a typical oblique wind. The flow and dispersion results in this wind are shown and discussed in Carpentieri et al. (2009) and Xie and Castro (2009) . The −90 • wind, approximately a southerly wind, is perpendicular to Marylebone Rd and also to the windward surfaces of most of the buildings. The DAPPLE streets (see Fig. 1a ) are largely organised along 0 • and 90 • directions. Hence in the −90 • wind the street flows are likely to be dominated by channelling along the streets and recirculations in the perpendicular streets, whereas in the −51 • wind the branching of the flow around the buildings, which leads to the so-called topological dispersion, is likely to be important. These are intensively investigated, discussed or reviewed in literature for flows and dispersion over a group of regular obstacles, for example, Davidson et al. (1996) , Belcher (2005) , Claus et al. (2009) and Branford et al. (2011) . However, the geometry of the DAPPLE site is more complicated than 'regular'. For instance, there are a few tall buildings, which may have significant effects on flows and dispersion. The buildings on the north side of Marylebone Rd are not well aligned (Fig. 1a) ; flow pattern may not be insensitive to this mis-alignment. Certainly it is of interest to perform a quantitative comparison of flows and dispersion in the −90 • and −51 • winds over the realistic urban geometry, i.e. the DAPPLE site.
It might not be too surprising to find that (both numerically and experimentally) the modelled turbulence at the major intersection is more sensitive to the artificial boundary conditions at the leading edges of the DAPPLE site (i.e. the region with blue and green colour in Fig. 2 ) for the −90 • wind than for the −51 • wind. Firstly, the upwind fetch in the 1:200 model is longer for the −51 • wind than for the −90 • wind. Secondly, in the −51 • wind the branching of the flow around buildings is likely important, whereas in the −90 • wind the channelling along the streets, e.g. Gloucester Pl, is dominant.
Again it has been found that wind the direction effect on the spatially averaged turbulent statistics over a group of cubes is significant (Claus et al., 2009 ). The spatial average of the magnitude of the time-mean velocity (U mag ) and resolved turbulent kinetic energy (T KE = 1 2 u i u i ) within and immediately above the urban canopy in the −51 • and −90 • winds are plotted in Fig. 3a and b. These were obtained by averaging over a region −1000 mm < x t ≤ 1000 mm, −1000 mm < y t ≤ 1000 mm, which covers most of the DAPPLE site and has a packing density about 0.53, slightly greater than that of the whole DAPPLE site. The two sets of profiles show a similar pattern. The peaks of T KE and magnitude of Reynolds shear stress (RST m = u w 2 + v w 2 , not shown here) occur at height 1.5h m , not at the mean building height h m . This is probably due to the five large and tall buildings with heights around 1.5h m as discussed in and Xie and Castro (2009) . This also suggests that the peaks occur at the height of the tallest buildings regardless of the wind direction. The predicted TKE and magnitude of Reynolds shear stresses within and immediately above the canopy in the −90 • wind are slightly greater than those in the −51 • wind. The greater TKE and stronger shear in the −90 • wind are likely due to the large recirculations in the perpendicular streets. The predicted velocity magnitude in the −90 • wind is less than that in the −51 • wind. Overall, the difference in the magnitude of the spatially-averaged quantities between the two wind directions is not as significant as might have been anticipated. Fig. 3c shows vertical profiles of the direction of the spatial average of the time-mean velocity within and immediately above the canopy. For the −51 • wind, the velocity direction changes no more than 10 • within the canopy. In contrast, for the −90 • wind the velocity direction turns clockwise from −90 • above the canopy to about −50 • within the canopy. It is to be noted that all the LES computations here were driven by constant mass flow rates at the inlet boundaries, rather than a constant pressure gradient as used by Claus et al. (2009) who report that the wind direction changes significantly within the canopy.
It is very interesting that the velocity direction near ground level is about −50 • for both the forcing directions. In order to check that this was not caused by the boundary-condition settings, a second simulation with different boundary conditions was performed as detailed in Section 3. No significant difference in the direction of the spatially averaged velocity was observed. To further interpret the directional change of the spatially averaged velocity within the canopy in the −90 • wind, mean velocity vectors (U m , V m ) on horizontal planes at different heights (i.e. z/h m = 0.1, 0.5 and 1) over Marylebone Rd are plotted in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4a and b show a strong west-to-east rather than east-to-west flow along Marylebone Rd. This is likely due to the local arrangement of the buildings, i.e. the three slightly staggered buildings off Marylebone Rd, which are marked with 'staggered' in Fig. 4a . For example, the sudden increase of the street width at the east side of the major intersection induces air from Gloucester Pl to flow west-to-east. Also at the Balcombe St -Marylebone Rd and Baker St -Marylebone Rd intersections, similar flow patterns are observed which are likely due to the same mechanics. These at the three intersections together enhance forcing the in-street wind to go west-to-east in the −90 • wind. Such phenomena were also observed in the wind-tunnel experiments. And the field experiments show that for the near ±90 • roof winds, the in-street wind at the Marylebone-Rd stations near the major intersection was more probably west-to-east than east-west (Balogun et al., 2010) . It is also to be noted that Marylebone Rd is nearly 30% of the total street area in the region −1000 mm < x t , y t ≤ 1000 mm. Hence the flow along Marylebone Rd provides a great contribution to the spatially averaged velocity in this region. This may largely explain the variation of the profile in the −90 • wind in Fig. 3c .
The non-reactive tracer was released at station S2 (x t = −356 mm, y t = −702 mm, z = 10 mm in Fig.  1a) . LES of dispersion in the −51 • wind was validated in our previous work ) using wind-tunnel data. A few measurements were also obtained for the validation of dispersion in the −90 • wind (see Fig. 5a ). . The centre of an ideal Gaussian plume released from the source S2 and heading in the −51 • direction will intersect Marylebone Rd approximately at x t = 200 mm. However, Fig. 5a shows that the maximum concentration in the −51 • wind occurs at x t = 140 mm. Given that clear air was convected along Marylebone Rd from the upwind region (see Fig. 5a ), this might suggest a strong branching of the flow and concentration cloud around the buildings, in particular along York StGloucester Pl -Marylebone Rd. The secondary peaks approximately at x t = 400 mm for the profiles at z = 55 mm and z = 110 mm in the −51 • wind might be because the plume is not significantly 'non-Gaussian' and that station is not too far from the centre of the plume. No secondary peak was found at x t = 400 mm for the profile at z = 10 mm. A long tail on the downwind side the profiles in the −51 • wind suggests a strong along-street plume in Marylebone Rd. In contrast, the profiles of mean concentration in the −90 • wind are more symmetrical than those in the −51 • wind, for which the maxima occur approximately at x t = -250 mm, which is near the centre of an ideal Gaussian plume released from the source S2 in the −90 • wind. This suggests that the across plume component is more dominant than the channelling plume component for the −90 • wind and the source S2. It is to be expected that the plume width is greater in the −51 • wind than that in the −90 • wind, since the −51 • wind is more in favour of the plume spreading along the chessboard-like streets due to the branching. Fig. 5b shows more significant peaks in the c rms profiles at the major intersection than those of the C m profiles in the −51 • wind. This is because of the strong intermittency of the concentration at the major intersection, which also means that the maximum instantaneous concentration at the major intersection must be much greater than the mean. The c rms profiles in the −90 • wind show secondary peaks at the major intersection, and also show a less symmetrical form than the C m profiles in the same wind. This indicates a strong intermittency of the concentration at the major intersection in the −90 • wind too. Overall, the effect of wind direction on near field dispersion is significant.
Using Realistic Wind Conditions to Drive Street-Scale LES
In principle it is possible to use the data generated by mesoscale meteorological models, e.g. the UK Met conditions to drive street-scale LES. Again, it is still a great challenge to use these data directly at present. For example, the time interval of UM data stored at the British Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC) is one hour, which is about two decades greater than the integral time scale (see Fig. 7 ). How to fill this gap is a big issue yet to be resolved.
10 Hz resolution wind data were measured at 190 m above street level on the BT Tower (Wood et al., 2009) , which was approximately 1500 m east of the DAPPLE site. The data were processed as 60-sec and 30-sec averaged data. Fig. 6 plots the magnitude and direction of the 30-sec averaged horizontal velocity during 1600-1700 (with a mark indicating the source release duration 1630-1645) on 3 June 2004. Again the wind direction is defined as the angle bearing clockwise to the Marylebone-Rd direction, i.e. x t in Fig. 1 . As a test case, these data were used to generate inflow conditions to drive the large-eddy simulations. Again it is to be noted that the LES was initialized at 1600 with the source release switched on at 1630 and off at 1645, and with the sampling and averaging started at 1630 until 1700. It was noticed that in this duration the wind speed magnitude varied ±36% and the wind direction varied ±22 • . In the release duration 1630-1645 and also afterwards up to 1700, the wind direction was fairly steady, almost south-west. Before the release of the tracer, the swing of wind direction was great, from 0 • to −40 • in less than 15 minutes. Fig. 7 shows the spectrum of the times series of wind direction θ and horizontal velocity magnitude U measured at a 10-Hz sampling rate at the BT Tower top. The turbulence integral time scale is approximately 1 minute. The LES timestep ∆t is at the high-frequency end of the inertial subrange and is about two decades less than the integral scale. It is to be noted that the BT Tower data with frequencies higher than the update frequency (e.g. 1/δt =1/30 Hz) were not filtered for use to calculate the spectrum in Fig. 7 . A different update frequency 1/60 Hz was also tested as a numerical experiment, and no significant effect was found. Turbulence fluctuations with frequencies greater than the update frequency were reproduced using our inflow generator . This is because measured instantaneous turbulence fluctuations are not always available, and indeed extremely sparse and expensive to obtain. It is to be noted again that the time interval of the UM data stored at the British Atmospheric Data Centre (which are available for users to download,) is about two decades greater than the integral time scale. Currently the timestep of the mesoscale meteorological models, e.g. the UM, is in the order of 1 minute. However, it is not clear how much of the motion in that scale is smoothed out in these models. Fig. 8 presents mean wind speed along Marylebone Rd (y t = 0) and Gloucester Pl (x t = 0) in realistic wind conditions (i.e. 'BT Tower data') and steady wind conditions (i.e. 'Mean wind'). For the latter, the averaged wind velocity magnitude and direction of the BT Tower data from 1630 to 1700 were taken as the velocity magnitude and direction for the inflow generation. It is to be noted that the inflow approach was used to generate artificial turbulence at the three inlets for all of the LES computations. There is a degree of discrepancy between the two profiles. It seems that the discrepancy in Fig. 8a is slightly greater than that in Fig. 8b . This indicates that the mean flow field over Marylebone Rd was more sensitive to the variation of wind direction and speed than over Gloucester Pl, which is probably because the buildings off Marylebone Rd were more irregular and also the street width was greater. The variation of the wind direction is likely the more important factor than that of the wind speed. However, the overall correlation of the two profiles is great, which may suggest that the effect on the time-averaged velocity magnitude of the variation of wind conditions was not extremely significant in this particular case.
The point source X2 and 16 sampling stations of the DAPPLE field experiments on 3 June are shown in Fig. 1b . Table 1 shows the coordinates in the wind-tunnel model (also see Fig. 1a ) of the point source X2 and 7 sampling sites, at which the field and LES data were compared. Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the 3-min averaged concentration at site 14 (the Westminster Council House doorway on west side of the Gloucester Pl by the major intersection) between the field measurements and the six sets of LES results in different wind conditions. The two cases 'LES run1, BT tower data' and 'LES run2, BT tower data' using the BT tower data for the inflow generation were initialized from different initial conditions. Both of the LES results are in fairly good agreement with measurements, which suggests that the 3-min averaged concentration was not significantly sensitive to the initial conditions of the largeeddy simulations. The wind speed and direction of the case 'LES, mean wind' in steady wind conditions were equivalent to the mean wind speed < U > and the mean direction < θ > of the BT Tower data from 1630 to 1700. The three cases 'LES, mean wind +6 • ', 'LES, mean wind +12 • ' and 'LES, mean
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1.E-01 •, field measurements; and , using the BT Tower data (Fig. 6 ) for inflow generation with different initial conditions; , , −, * , using steady velocity magnitude and directions (for inflow generation) equivalent to < U > and < θ >, < θ > +6 • , < θ > +12 • and < θ > −6 • respectively, where < U > is the mean wind speed and < θ > is the mean direction of the BT Tower data from 1630 to 1700.
wind −6 • ' in steady wind conditions, for which the wind speeds were < U > and the wind directions were < θ > +6 • , < θ > +12 • , < θ > −6 • respectively, were investigated to check the sensitivity of wind direction on dispersion. Not surprisingly, Fig. 9 shows that the 3-min averaged concentration in the steady winds is sensitive to the wind direction. It was also noticed that the calculated peak mean concentration in the steady wind conditions can be one order of magnitude greater than those numerical results in the realistic wind conditions and those field measurements. One might argue that it is unfair to make a quantitative comparison of the 3-min averaged concentration at one site between the field experiment (with a single 15-min release) and the LES computations, because of the relatively short averaging. However, the data at the other six sites (see Table 1 , Figs. 1b and 10) collectively confirmed these speculations. So it is concluded that LES in steady wind conditions over-predicted the peak concentration, whereas LES in realistic wind conditions produced significantly improved results compared with the field measurements.
The 3-min averaged concentration time series of the two cases 'LES run1, BT tower data' and 'LES run2, BT tower data' were fitted into a combined profile with two symmetric 'half Gaussian profiles' at left and right ends and a constant profile in the middle, where the constant is the maximum of the Gaussian profiles. Following Cheng and Robins (2004) , T 50 is defined as the time duration for the plume front with a half value of the local maximum concentration to reach a station, which measures the advection time from the source to the station. The advection velocity was estimated using
] 2 is the distance from the site to the source X2. Here the T 50 for site 14 was estimated to be approximately 5 minutes and the advection velocity U adv is about 1.E-04
1.E-01 •, field measurements; , using the BT Tower data (Fig. 6) for inflow generation; , , −, * , using steady velocity magnitude and directions (for inflow generation) equivalent to < U > and < θ >, < θ > +6 • , < θ > +12 • and < θ > −6 • respectively, where < U > is the mean wind speed and < θ > is the mean direction of the BT Tower data from 1630 to 1700.
0.15U re f , which is close to the value 0.16U re f suggested in Cheng and Robins (2004) who performed windtunnel experiments in steady wind conditions. This suggests that the advection velocity in a varying wind is not too different from that in a steady wind. It is to be noted that at the right end of the profiles, most of the LES and field data show a longer tail than at the left side. This is not surprising and is due mainly to the complex urban geometry. Source material tends to be trapped in the canopy and is entrained out relatively slowly. Again this is the so-called secondary source effect. It is stressed in Section 1 that the large time-scale fluctuations of the wind direction enhance the effect of the secondary sources (Belcher, 2005) . A similar but likely weaker effect is also expected over open countryside where the wind profile means that a small amount of material near the ground is advected very slowly. Fig. 10 presents a comparison of 30-min averaged concentration at the 7 sites obtained in the field experiments and in the LES computations, against street distance to the source X2, which is defined as |x t (site) − x t (X2)|+ |y t (site) − y t (X2)|. The field data at the other 9 sites were incomplete and thus could not be used here. The averaging was started when the tracer was released. Thirty minutes after the start of the release, the concentration at the 7 sites was found negligible compared with the 30-min mean (see Fig.  9 ). It is to be noted that the 7 sites were all essentially in the core of the plume. We emphasize that compared with the field measurements the LES using the BT Tower data significantly improved the prediction at the near field sites, i.e. sites 2, 4, 13 and 14, than all of those LES computations and wind-tunnel experiments in steady wind conditions (also see Cheng and Robins, 2004; Xie and Castro, 2009) . Nonetheless, at the far field sites 6, 8 and 12, all of the numerical simulations seriously over-predicted the mean concentration. This is most likely due to the thermal convection not included in the LES model or the wind tunnel-model. During 1600-1700 on 3 June 2004, London urban area was in weakly unstable conditions with a Richardson number around -0.1 (based on the shear stress, heat flux, mean temperature and mean velocity measured at the BT Tower top and the mean building height, Wood et al., 2010) . More possible sources of discrepancy, e.g. the effects of domain height, are discussed in the following paragraphs. Lines: --, using the BT Tower data (Fig. 6 ) for inflow generation; −−, − · ·−,− · − and · · ··, using steady velocity magnitude and directions (for inflow generation) equivalent to < U > and < θ >, < θ > +12 • , < θ > +6 • and < θ > −6 • respectively, where < U > is the mean wind speed and < θ > is the mean direction of the BT Tower data from 1630 to 1700. Fig. 11a shows LES-predicted 30-min averaged concentration profiles at height z/h m = 0.13 along Marylebone Rd (y t = 0) in the five wind conditions. Because of the variation of the wind direction for the case 'LES run 1, BT tower data', probably more scalar is transported through the near-source south-north streets into Marylebone Rd than that in the steady wind conditions, and this significantly increases the mean concentration in the range −800 mm ≤ x t < −500 mm. It is to be noted in Fig. 10 all of the numerical simulations over-predicted the mean concentration at the 7 sites to various extents. In Fig. 11a apart from the region upstream of the major intersection (i.e. x t < 0), the mean concentration of the case 'LES run 1, BT tower data' is evidently lower than those in the cases 'LES, mean wind' and 'LES, mean wind ±6 • ', which confirms again that the large-eddy simulations in realistic wind conditions improve the predictions.
There is an evident increase of mean concentration at the major intersection (x t = 0, y t = 0) for all of the simulations in the steady winds (Fig. 11a) . This is certainly due to large concentration clouds transported from Gloucester Pl (see Fig. 11b for those in steady winds and Fig. 12c ). In contrast, no such increase is observed at all for case 'LES run 1, BT tower data', which might be due to the great concentration in the range −800 mm ≤ x t < −500 mm along Marylebone Rd as discussed earlier. The evident increase of mean concentration in the steady winds also suggests that mixing at the major intersection is less efficient than that in the varying-direction wind. One major mechanism for this is that the fluctuations of wind direction enhances the branching of the flow around buildings, which leads to stronger topological dispersion than in the steady winds. For the 'LES, mean wind +6 • ' and 'LES, mean wind +12 • ' cases, Marylebone Rd is nearer to the edge of the plume. Fig. 11b confirms that with increasing angle of the wind direction, the plume centre shifts further upstream along Gloucester Pl. Fig. 11b plots LES-predicted 30-min averaged concentration profiles at height z/h m = 0.13 along Gloucester Pl (x t = 0). The mean concentration in the realistic wind 'LES run 1, BT tower data' is significantly less than that in the three steady winds, 'LES, mean wind', 'LES, mean wind +6 • ' and 'LES, mean wind +12 • ', in the range −800 mm ≤ x t < −100 mm, and that in the steady wind 'LES, mean wind −6 • ' in the range −400 mm ≤ x t < −100 mm. Also the maximum mean concentration of the plume in the realistic wind 'LES run 1, BT tower data' is evidently less than that in the steady wind 'LES, mean wind', which suggests a greater plume width for the former. Again, this is because the variation of the wind direction enhances the dispersion, in particular the topological dispersion. In contrast, in the range y t > −100 mm there is no significant difference between the three winds, 'LES run 1, BT tower data', 'LES, mean wind' and 'LES, mean wind −6 • '. This again confirms that the mean concentration in the near field was essentially more sensitive to the variation of wind direction than that in the far field. With respect to the other two steady winds, 'LES, mean wind +12 • ' and 'LES, mean wind +6 • ', the sampling stations in the range y t > −100 mm along Gloucester Pl were too far from the core of the plume and subsequently it is probably not reasonable to compare the mean concentration in these two wind conditions with that in the other wind conditions.
Compared with the field measurements, the large-eddy simulations using the realistic wind conditions significantly improved the prediction at the near-field sites. One of the reasons was because the variation of wind direction enhanced the topological dispersion, as discussed earlier. However, at the far-field sites, the prediction was only marginally improved. Why is this? Fig. 12a and b show conceptual sketches of the effects on dispersion of long-time variations of wind direction. It is assumed that the driving-wind direction θ is zero up to time t and the velocity component in the direction y t is zero (Fig. 12a) . In a short time (e.g. the update timestep δt = 30 s as shown in Fig. 7 ) the direction of the driving wind changes to an oblique direction for a short duration (e.g. δt) due to a weather-scale eddy passing over the domain (Fig. 12b) . A uniform velocity component Usinθ in the direction y t is assumed over the whole domain provided that the eddy is large enough. Hence a translational lateral displacement of the plume is expected -the same lateral displacement for the far-field and near-field plumes (except for the immediately-near-source plume which is denoted by dashed-dot lines in Fig. 12 ). Fig. 12b shows that the near-field station is at the edge of the plume, whereas the far-field station is still near the centre of the plume. Fig. 12a and b might be analogous with the dispersion from a point source which oscillates in the transverse direction. These suggest that the near field is bound to be affected much more than the far field by long-time variations of wind direction. Also a wider plume in the near field is expected in a fluctuating wind than in a steady wind, whereas a smaller difference is expected in the far field. Note that in urban environments, the dispersion is also strongly affected by the urban topography, in particular in the near field.
In order to check the above speculation, a comparison of 30-min averaged concentration contours at height z/h m = 0.9 under two wind conditions is shown in Fig. 12c and d. Fig. 12c shows LES results in the steady-wind conditions in which the 30-min-averaged wind magnitude U and direction θ of the BT Tower data (from 1630 to 1700 on 3 June) were used to generate the inflow conditions. Fig. 12d shows LES results in the unsteady wind conditions, which are the 30-sec-averaged BT Tower data shown in Fig. 6 . Note that the colour bar in Fig. 12 is for a comparison purpose only between c and d. The plume width (see the four marks 'I' in the figure) of the near field in d is significantly greater than that in c. However, in the far field the plume width is just marginally greater in d than that in c. Also note that the concentration at the major intersection in the near field in c is much greater than that in d. Fig. 12 Effects of long-time wind direction variations on dispersion. A conceptual sketch of a plume (a) in a wind in x t direction at time t and (b) in a wind with direction changed to θ bearing clockwise to x t direction at time t + δt. A comparison of 30-min averaged concentration contour at z/h m = 0.9 (c) using 30-min averaged BT Tower data and (d) using 30-sec averaged BT Tower data (Fig. 6). far field, e.g. in Regent's Park, is hardly discerned. All these results seem consistent with the speculation above.
It is often suggested that the plume depth in the vertical direction in full scale urban environments is much greater than that in wind-tunnel experiments in which steady and neutral wind conditions are imposed. Thermal convection likely plays a non-negligible role in this aspect. Field experiments (Wood et al., 2009 show that the Monin-Obukhov length can be frequently less than −19 m in London in daytime June. This suggests that further numerical and wind-tunnel modelling are needed to include the thermal convection. It may not be very surprising that the variation of the wind direction significantly increases the plume width in the horizontal direction, in particular in the near field. It is also of interest to know whether it affects the plume depth in the vertical direction. Vertical profiles of the mean concentration at the major intersection in varying and steady winds were studied. The variation of wind direction did increase the plume depth in the vertical direction, but not as significantly as in the horizontal direction. This might be reasonable for large-eddy simulations in neutrally stratified winds. It is to be noted that the domain height L z was approximately 9h m . The vertical depth σ of a plume is defined as the height where the mean concentration is half of the maximum mean at a station. At the major intersection, L z /σ is approximately 5. This may suggest that the domain height is probably enough to prevent serious constraint of vertical plume spread in neutral conditions. In order to model the effect of the thermal convection on dispersion, computations with a greater domain height might be necessary, in which a greater plume width is expected.
Final Discussion and Conclusions
In order to investigate the effect of wind direction on dispersion, a comparison of large-eddy simulations of point-source dispersion over the DAPPLE site in −51.4 • (i.e. oblique) and −90 • (i.e. perpendicular to the windward faces of the buildings) winds was performed. Both the velocity and scalar fields predicted by the numerical simulations were validated using wind-tunnel measurements. One conclusion can be drawn here -the statistics and the instantaneous concentration of the released tracer are sensitive to the wind direction in urban environments. Also we noticed that the local arrangement of the buildings at the DAPPLE site produced significant effects on the direction of the spatially-averaged time-mean velocity within the canopy. This raises the issue of how to parametrize the data within the urban canopy (obtained from street-scale models or field experiments) to be used in a mesoscale meteorological model with the first grid point below the urban canopy height.
Our long-term objective is to use the mesoscale wind conditions from the mesoscale meteorological models with a resolution in the order of 1 km to drive the street-scale large-eddy simulations with resolution down to 1 m. However we have not yet found an appropriate computational approach to bridge the large gap between the smallest time scale of the mesoscale meteorological models (e.g. 1 hour) and the turbulence integral scale (e.g. 1 minute). Instead we turned to using realistic wind conditions measured at the 190 m height on BT Tower as boundary conditions to drive the street-scale large-eddy simulations of flows and dispersion over the DAPPLE site, in which the turbulent motions within the integral length scales at the inlets were generated by our recently developed efficient inflow approach. The predicted dispersion was in significantly better agreement with the field measurements than when steady wind conditions were used, in particular in the near-source field. It has been shown that the dispersion in the near-source field is affected more than that in the far field by long-time wind-direction variations. It was also noticed that the plume width in the varying wind conditions is greater than that in the steady wind conditions not only in the horizontal direction but also in the vertical direction.
This validation helps to determine how to use current mesoscale meteorological data (e.g. the UM or WRF models) to drive micro-(street) scale computations. But there are some issues left to be addressed. In the current study, a neutral thermal stability was assumed. However, it has been found that the urban environments of a large European city, e.g. London, are always in weakly unstable conditions . The effects of thermal convection may thus also need to be considered in the computations.
